**EBSB Cultural Day Competition 2020**

18th and 19th Feb 2020: JSS STU in view of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) program did conduct 2 day Cultural day competition to mark the tradition of the southern Indian style of dance performance. The event was conducted at the basketball ground of JSS STU. This event witnessed an overwhelming crowd of more than 400 plus. This event also saw the selection of the best performances to be exhibited at the educational tour nominated under EBSB program. JSS STU has been tagged to Bipin Tripathi Kumaon Institute Of Technology (BTKIT), Dwarahat, Uttarakand, as the pairing institute wherein the students and staff shall be exchanging the cultural activities like music, dance, drama, fine arts, literary, etc., during their visit to the host university Bipin Tripathi Kumaon Institute Of Technology (BTKIT), Dwarahat, Uttarakand, India. JSS STU is organizing several events in the pipeline to showcase the best of their talents and the rich culture of southern India as per the guidelines of UGC.